Integrated
sales and marketing
Creating a connected ecosystem for an efficient
journey from lead generation to conversion

Proposition overview

In most organizations, customer experience is disrupted
due to abrupt handoffs between sales and marketing
teams. The teams are not able to leverage each other’s
capabilities to provide the required experience leading to
customer dissatisfaction, lower lead conversions, and high
churn rate. Integrating sales and marketing can help
deliver seamless customer experience throughout the
customer journey, from acquisition to retention.
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Integrated sales and marketing
HCL’s integrated sales and marketing solution provides predefined campaign components
comprising program and campaign templates, workflows, email templates, landing page templates,
custom resources, channel configurations, and integrations. This sales and marketing solution can
be reused across similar campaigns thereby, transforming the overall customer experience.
Integrated Sales and Marketing solution can:
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Build integrated marketing
and sales data to provide a
complete 360-degree view
of the customer journey

Measure the impact of your
cross-channel campaigns and
the contribution marketing
makes to the pipeline

Connect all touch points to
improve conversion, retention,
customer loyalty, and lifetime
value

HCL’s solution for the integrated marketing and sales team enables them to transform and enhance
their lead generation experience and integration process driven by campaign objectives.

Nurture

Identify and engage new
prospects

Nurturing and converting
these valued prospects to
sales-ready leads

Listen to the needs of
prospects and provide the
information and answers
they need

Real-time trigger-based
campaign communications
based on customer
behavioural triggers and
location-based triggers

Leverage unified customer
experience profile for highly
targeted AI-powered
campaigns

Engage

Personalize communication
across customer journey
touchpoints

Communicate

Communicate with customers at every
stage of the sales funnel, and every step
of the customer’s journey

Use of every interaction with your customer
engagement across multiple channels,
including mobile, email, SMS, and web, etc.

Features
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Targeting
workflows

Delivery
templates

Personalized
communication

Forms

Vertical based
campaigns

Data
schemas

Data
integration

Solution components
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Adobe
campaign

Sales
platform

Adobe
target

Adobe
analytics

Decision
platform

Service
platform

How it works?

Readymade
schemas for lead
management
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Fully configurable
web services API

Integration with
vertical solutions
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Jump start kit for
lead management
and CRM
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Standard adaptors
and connectors to
improve seamless
dataflow

Business benefits
Predictive
automated
marketing

Accelerated
sales cycle
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Cross channel
orchestration
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Next best
action

Unified
customer
profile
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Customer
journey
orchestration

HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.
HCL
s its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to
transform their businesses through o
in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process
services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry speciﬁc requirements.
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing,
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.

www.hcltech.com

As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability,
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on December 31, 2020, HCL has a consolidated revenue of
US$ 10 billion and its 159,682 ideapreneurs operate out of 50 countries. For more information, visit
www.hcltech.com

